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From zero to one hundred 
STECHERT wins iF product design award 2014 with its new chair “Synfo” 
 

We are very pleased to announce that our “Synfo“ won the iF product design award 2014 in the 
category „office / business“ and is now among the winners of the renovated iF label. The 
certificate was handed over to STECHERT on 28.February during an award ceremony in the 
BMW World, Munich.  

Since 60 years the iF brand has been internationally established as a symbol of outstanding 
design performance and has become to one of the most important design awards.  

The criteria applied by the jury are quality of design, workmanship, choice of materials, degree 
of innovation, environmental friendliness, functionality, ergonomics, visualization of use, safety, 
branding values and the universal design aspect.   

All this aspects were fulfilled by “Synfo” – a fusion of unique design and uncompromising 
functionality. Designer Markus Bischof (Nuremberg) and STECHERT combined all important 
details in one stackable chair.  

Now „Synfo“ has set an exclamation mark before its market presence!  

„Synfo is the result of detail-loving design and production which arouses curiosity. It is a 
conspicuous, elegant seating furniture for the public domain and its production includes not 
only steel tubes. The flat suspension elements break the frame and let the beaded seats melt to 
a line.” commented Designer Markus Bischof.   

Synfo is the right chair for the object sector. The combination of strict safety regulations and 
seating space form this chair to an all-rounder. Detailed geometry offers an easy handling and 
enables that seats with or without armrest can be stacked or linked. The ergonomically formed 
seat shell offers a high level of comfort. The suspension elements connect the seats optically to 
a line. Singly or jointly -exceptional contour lines allow a dynamic and solid performance.   

This is already the second iF product design award within a short period of time - in 2012 the 
model „COPACABANA“ won this renovated design award.  
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